feels utterly perverse to have a sculpture trying to pass itself off as a chair that
noone can sit on. My own production costs vary hugely from project to project. I
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don’t have a traditional studio practice and only take one on when necessary.
Recently I’ve become interested in having things cut mechanically (as a quasi
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buffer of objectivity) using a company that cuts out super-yachts. This can be
rather expensive. In short… do I care…? yes but I don’t think you need to be
consistent.
9 What are the three big ideas that you would like your work to express?
Something personal from the viewer, something about the world and something
about me. Or a sense of conviction followed by a question.
10 Are you a political artist?
Yes, deeply. And every decision you make is an expression of that.
Click this bar to view the full image.
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2 Name 3 of your least favourite artists.
Anyone who is lazy, insincere, anyone who jumps on a bandwaggon, anyone who
is a hypocrite. Maybe some of the Relational Artists (apart from Liam Gillick who I
think is brilliant).
3. Anytime, any place – which artist’s body would you most like to inhabit?
Right now, I think Tony Cragg. Maybe Serra when Tilted Arc went up. Maybe
Moholy Nagy when he was on the phone describing his signs.
4 What is your favourite ‘ism’?
Pluralism.
5 What was the most intelligent thing that someone said or wrote about your
work?
Brooke Lynn McGowan wrote about my MA show in a piece for Miser and Now
but the Magazine stopped. She said “It is not a matter of knowing ‘from where
they return’, but rather to what they return. ” referring to Van Gogh’s old boots in
Derrida’s Truth in Painting. All my work in the last three years has grown from this
short piece, and I think I still have years more of unpacking to do.
6. And the dumbest?
I get that prize.
7 Which artists would you most like to rip off, sorry, I mean appropriate as a
critique of originality and authorship?
Sorry I’m afraid I’m not going to be flippant / entertaining about this one – its too
close to home. My heros are Saussure, Levi Strauss, Barthe and Derrida. The
entire body of work I’m showing is made up of objective amalgams of other
quoted sculptors (Hepworth, Moore, Brancusi, Frink, Calder, Rodin). I try to make
synthetics that straddle a point between raw and cooked – trying to make things
which almost have a guise of their own autonomy, but also reveal their own
construction. Of course, I recognize the futility of trying to escape authorship….
inescapable filter of your own eyes, your subjectivity, your autobiography…. but I
think its territory worth digging about in.
8 Do you care what your art costs? State your reasons!
What it costs to make or what it costs to buy? The only piece of sculpture I own
is a chair by Phyllida Barlow which I bought for £10 on my birthday a few years
ago. Its made of 2!1 and splodged togehter with plaster with red, yellow and a
lot of black paint. Its utterly beautiful, fragile and precious. My flat is tiny and its
feels utterly perverse to have a sculpture trying to pass itself off as a chair that
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11 How do you start the process of making work?
I have a compartmentalized practice, I divide my time quite distinctly into
research, development, production and revision. I think I’m interested in
methodologies in the same way I’m interested in our constructedness. I start with
very strong Coffee.

FAD NEWS
Video:Barry McGee in 3
minutes and 28 seconds
June 9, 2010

12 What next?
I need to try to find a way to balance short-termism and long-term ism. Balance
the need to facilitate/finace studio production with the need to maintain criticality
and time for distance and reflection. I think everything matters.

With the Oakland
Museum of California the
latest venue for another
hugely impressive
collection of works from
renowned artist Barry McGee here is a
great insight to the works. A short film
created and with commentary from Ted
Cohen, the exhibit director and Rene de
Guzman, Senior Curator of Art for the
museum as they [...]

13 If Moma and the Tate and the Pompidou wanted to acquire one of your
works each, which would you want them to have?
Nothing I’ve made yet.
14 Complete the following sentence “Blessed art the artists, for they
shall…...”
(Sorry I don’t like the idea of being “blessed”) ((But I do buy into Chekhov’s “men
must work to be happy.”))
15 Complete the following sentence “Blessed are the curators, for they
shall…”
(Sorry I don’t like the idea of being “blessed”)

Favourite art sites from
Richard Martin www.ubu.com

YOU SAY

June 9, 2010
Today I should like to
share with you one of my
favourite art web sites
which holds a huge store
of collective, free to view
art knowledge
This is www.ubu.com which is a web
site dedicated to all aspects of the
avante -garde arts . Whether in film
,video, painting ,poetry ,music [...]
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16 Complete the following sentence “Blessed are the art critics, for they
shall….”
(Sorry I don’t like the idea of being “blessed”)
17. What is your favourite cheese?
It depends on context.
18. What’s next for you?
Well I have this burning desire to catalogue a series of “Points of View” of iconic
artworks…. ie the artwork looking back to the viewer. So I’m trying to get
permission to get up Nelson’s column with my camera.
Nick Hornby: Atom vs. Super Subject at Alexia Goethe Gallery
www.nickhornby.com/
Questions supplied by Ben Lewis for more from Ben Lewis see his site
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New Art Gallery to Open 11th
June 2010
June 8, 2010
PayneShurvell, a new art
gallery in Shoreditch
which will bridge the gap
between an artist-run
space and a commercial
gallery, showcasing emerging and midcareer UK and international artists.
PayneShurvell will open to the public 11
June 2010 with its first show ‘A Bright
and Guilty Place’, an exhibition of 13
artists, curated by Dermot O’Brien [...]

Euro Trash at Lazarides LA Conor
Harrington, JR, Vhils and Anthony
Micallef from June 9th:
http://bit.ly/9ro6Sj #FADevents June
8, 2010 fadwebsite (FAD)

1 If you weren’t an artist, what else would you be?
I would have tried to be an architect.

Networks new reality
competition series ‘Work
of Art: The Next Great
Artist’ is shown.
REUTERS/Bravo.
A pair of magical elves is hoping to do
for art what reality TV shows “Top
Chef” and “Project Runway” did for
cooking and fashion design.
“Work of Art: The Next Great Artist”,
which debuts on cable [...]
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